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NEW PRODUCT NEWSLETTER
GACO - KARNAK - LP SMARTSIDE - NAPCO

Due to screen resolution limitations, product colors may not be exactly as shown

Item # 2500530 GACO PATCH WHITE
Item # 2500532 GACO PATCH BLACK
GacoPatch is a flashing grade, standalone silicone roof patch designed to provide
a long lasting solution for a leaking roof. The convenient wide top pail makes
GacoPatch application easy to do with a trowel or a brush. GacoPatch is a one
step application which eliminates the cost of additional products such as primers,
seam tapes or top coats.
New and improved technology allows for GacoPatch to be the long term solution
for roof repairs. It does not contain asphalts or acrylics and it is extremely durable.
GacoPatch remains permanently flexible even under permanent ponding water. It
is UV stable and will not chalk, crack or peel. No reinforcements or extra steps are
required for horizontal patches, even over 1/2″ thick, because GacoPatch resists
degradation over time and will not become brittle or break down.
For more information visit: https://gaco.com/product-details/gacopatch/

Item # 5001163 NAPCO T4 DURA SOLID SOFFIT DARK BRONZE

Dark Bronze

Item # 5001182 NAPCO T4 DURA VENTED SOFFIT DARK BRONZE

Dark Bronze

Item # 5002076 NAPCO ALUM J CHANNEL DARK BRONZE

Dark Bronze
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Item # 5002117 NAPCO ALUM F CHANNEL DARK BRONZE

Dark Bronze

Item # 5308040 LP SS CEDAR STRAND NGSL PANEL PRIMED

Item # 1411004 KARNAK 19 FLASHING CEMENT 1 Gallon Summer Grade
KARNAK#19 Flashing Cement is a scientifically compounded composition of
selected asphalts, mineral fibers, and refined solvents that are manufactured to a
heavy consistency for application by trowel to provide a durable, elastic coating of
excellent adhesion and high resistance to water and weathering. This product dries
to a tough, flexible, waterproof and corrosion proof coating which gives excellent
performance over wide ranges of temperature and weather conditions.
KARNAK#19 Flashing Cement is a general purpose cement for repairing leaks
in shingles, concrete, metal or asphalt roofs, flashings on walls, chimneys, flues,
downspouts and cornices. It is excellent for sealing cracks in concrete and brick,
as a joint filler for precast roof slabs and for general purpose use in maintenance of
exposed buildings and structures.
For more information visit: https://www.karnakcorp.com/product/karnak-19-flashing-cement/

